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Riparian areas are an integral component of fluvial ecosystems. The management of

Oregon's riparian areas has come under greater scrutiny since that latest revision of the

Oregon Forest Practices Act (1994). Many riparian areas lie within forested areas. Riparian

management issues such as anadromous fish population decline and large woody debris

insertion and removal have fueled the debate over proper management in recent decades. In

New Zealand, conversely, there has been little concern about the influence of commercial

timber plantations on riparian areas.

The shift toward a global forest economy and increased competition of New Zealand's

timber export market led the leading Radiata pine plantation companies to take the first step

toward Environmental Management Systems, including voluntary best management practices

in riparian areas. With this pro-active approach, New Zealand's forestry entered a new era of

regulations supervised by the local authorities.

To facilitate my understanding of the differences in riparian zone management

between Oregon and New Zealand, I examined forest policies, management systems, and the

history of management within riparian areas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The first step towards understanding the current forest policies and forest management

practices around the world is to look at the history behind today's management regimes. As a

specific example, I will use the comparison of watershed management between Oregon and

New Zealand. Besides simply considering the similarities and differences between the two

management approaches of watersheds, I would like to provide a more in-depth discussion

about possible reasons for today's significant discrepancies. Each country has taken their own

very distinctive path to their current management of riparian areas. Both countries in recent

years have initiated sophisticated streamside management ideals, with each being different in

their objectives.

Oregon seems to have a fairly restrictive and highly regulated public forest policy,

including the latest Forest Practice Rules changes in 1994 (ODF 1994), which implemented

new stream classifications and buffer zones. The 1994 Oregon Water Protection Rules, which

include new requirements for fish habitat, are substantially more complex than previous rules,

with many more stream classes and required targets (Hairston-Strang and Adams, 1997). New

Zealand on the other hand, is working with the one-page New Zealand Forest Accord (August

1991) signed by the commercial timber industry and the environmental and recreational

organizations, which collectively comprise the New Zealand Rainforest Coalition. Individual

commercial plantation forest companies have their own principles in the form of local

streamside management policies, which are parts of their management plans based on the

1991 New Zealand Forest Accord.



Coming from a forestry background in Switzerland, with a long history of forest

management, I thought that the two very different riparian management approaches in Oregon

and New Zealand are worthwhile for comparison. During four years I was part of a five-man

forest management crew for a small community in the northern subalpine part of Switzerland.

While I was there, I realized that there is a strong connection between the forest and the

members of its surrounding community. Local communities of citizens own most of the

forestland in Switzerland. All the residents know that the forest is theirs; and they have free

access to not only all the public but also the private forestlands.

The three main values that are derived from forests in Switzerland are: management

for timber production; protection of the environment from natural disasters; and, recreation.

Foresters are trusted decision maker, and their actions are in most cases accepted by the

public. As well, the public shows great interest in current management practices. It is fairly

common to use the local press as a tool to inform and update on proposed actions and possible

visual disturbances in a harvesting area.

Based on the customs I grew up with in Switzerland, I understood the forest practices

in New Zealand better than those of Oregon. At first, the strong sense of independence and

private property rights in the Pacific Northwest were disturbing to me, and the regulatory

approach to managing private and public forestland required a different way of thinking then I

was used to. Best management practices in New Zealand, on the other hand, seemed to have a

more "common sense" approach I felt more familiar with. This obviously irrational and

preoccupied judgment provoked me to further investigate the differences of nparian zone

management between New Zealand and Oregon.

.
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In 1995, when I started to study forest management at Oregon State University, the

new Forest Practice Rules were an often-discussed issue and I witnessed quite a few

arguments among professional foresters and private landowners. I still have this vivid picture

in my mind about a cow standing in a stream on a poster to increase public awareness about

water quality by keeping cattle out of streams.

In 1998, during my exchange in New Zealand, Carter Holt Harvey Forests was in the

transition of passing their new environmental management systems plan after Tasman

Timber, now Fletcher Challenge Forests, just finalized their version. This new approach of

commercial plantation forestry companies brings up the question; what is New Zealand's

direction of future forest policy? Will it be possible to keep the low level of regulatory status

and stick with best management practices, or is the trend towards more detailed management

plans of the leading plantation forestry companies going to be a new benchmark? Increasing

internal regulations like Fletcher Challenge Forests and Carter Holt Harvey Forests did,

allows companies to stay ahead of the government, and be more competitive over the

company that is not taking the first step to adapt to the new regulatory trend in forestry.

The New Zealand timber export market is very aggressive, especially after the

1996/97 Asian Crisis. To compete in new markets, Fletcher Challenge Forests took another

big step into the future by certifying one of their forest products, "Origin timeframe", in 1998.

"Origin timeframe" timber and moldings are also available in the North American and

European markets since the Asian crisis slowed down the timber and forest product export to

Japan, Malaysia, and Korea. Today, the fast growing New Zealand timber industry is

recruiting new personnel from North American, and there is a strong interest in forest



managers moving to New Zealand. I just hope that New Zealand will be able to maintain its

own character and sustain the unique approach to pure but very effective forest management.

In my opinion, the care for publicly owned property or recreational areas has a

different level of priority here in the US, than in Europe or New Zealand. I see frequent

donations and voluntary work done here in Oregon, which indicates that the public and

private industries do care about common non-market goods. This is similar to a tradition in

Switzerland, where every community has some common land called "Allmend" with a big

Linden tree growing in the middle, which serves as a place for social gatherings. The marai or

fairground could be used as similar examples in New Zealand and Oregon. I think that we

should be able to protect our basic common goods without strict regulations. Primarily,

because it is not only in our best interest, but allows for intergenerational equity. It is

obviously not possible for Oregon to all of the sudden reduce regulations and expect mangers

in charge of public and private forestland to start acting on their own volition which would

coincide directly with the public's best interest.

I think that the significant differences in riparian zone management approaches can be

explained by different land ethics and valuation of common goods based on the country's

social history. These are just a few cultural differences that provoked me to compare a

specific aspect of forest management in Oregon and New Zealand. Riparian Zone

management is currently of particular interest because of Oregon's most recent changes in

management regulations, while New Zealand is starting to just think about what the best

approach to a new era of riparian zone management is.
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History of Oregon

About thirteen thousand years ago the first Native Americans arrived in the Northwest

from Mongolia by way of Siberia and Alaska. Many centuries later, the Native Americans

were followed by Spanish and British mariners seeking the mythical "great river of the west".

At that time, the original forests that were in what is today's United States of America,

covered I billion acres, or about half of the U.S. land area (including Alaska). About three-

quarters of that forest covered the eastern third of the country. Today, there is about 70

percent of the original forest left or 737 million acres of forested land. The discovery of the

Columbia River prompted Thomas Jefferson in 1804 to send the exploring team of Lewis and

Clark overland to gain more knowledge of the region and to find out if there was a northwest

passage. Even though early explorers like Lewis and Clark described the vast resources and

beauty of the west, settlement did not start until the 1 840s when the pioneers from the east

coast reached the Willamette Valley leading to the creation of the Oregon Territory in 1848.

MacCleery (1992) mentions the forest of the Pacific Northwest as "West of the

Mississippi River, rainfall diminishes, and forests and woodlands give way to treeless prairies

and deserts, but in mountainous areas of the West where rainfall is sufficient, and along the

Pacific Coast, extensive forests flourish." He also gives more details about species and forest

structure by writing "The most magnificent western forests grow along the rain-drenched and

fog-shrouded coasts of the Far West, where coast redwoods and Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce, and

hemlock form vast, cathedral-like stands," and, "Fire-maintained lodgepole pine, ponderosa

pine, and mixed-conifers forests cover the slopes of the Rocky Mountains and areas east of

the Cascade and Sierra ranges in Washington, Oregon, and California."

.



Probably the first one to write about watershed protection in any way was George

Perkins Marsh, when he raised concerns about the adverse effects farm clearing had on

watersheds and other environmental values. His 1864 book, "Man and Nature", became a

catalyst for public concern. Later, Rachel Carson would speak out against the reckless and

irresponsible poisoning of the world that man shares with other creatures and write more

specifically about environmental issues to make the public aware of the long-term effects of

intensive farming in the mid-west. She also wrote about forest areas in the west, where there

had been mass spraying of DDT for the control of spruce budworm (Carson, 1962, p. 41).

Another active preservationist was John Muir, who raised concerns about the proposed

dam in Hetch Hetchy Valley in his article: "The Hetch Hetchy Valley", published in the

Sierra Club Bulletin, January 1908. Although the nation was in favor of conservationist

Pinchot, a series of forest reserves started with the nation's first state park, which later in 1890

became John Muir's "child". The initial National Park was Yosemite National Park in

California (1864), followed by Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming (1872), and the

Adirondack Preserve in New York (1885). As a result of the efforts of several scientists

including foresters like Bernhard E. Fernow and geologists like John Wesley Powell and

citizen groups like the American Forestry Association, Congress gave the early forest reserves

a management mandate, the 1897 National Forest Management Act or better known as the

Organic Act. The Organic Act included the following statement among many others: to secure

favorable conditions of water flows, which could be interpreted as the first attempt of

watershed protection. Other examples of public concern for the forested environment in the

US include the formation of the American Forestry Association, formed in 1875, and the

Sierra Club, which was formed in 1892.

.



Oregon's Forestry Today

Oregon is part of the Pacific Northwest, neighboring Washington to the north,

California to the south, and Idaho to the east (Figure 1). To the west, Oregon borders the

Pacific Ocean with a coastline stretching over 295 miles. Major differences in geological

formations divide the 97,073 mi2 or 25.2 million hectares in three distinct bands running north

and south. From west to east, Oregon is divided up into the Coastal Region, Willamette

Valley and Cascade Range, and the High Desert. The current population of 3.3 million is just

slightly lower than New Zealand's 3.8 million. Despite the importance of the forest industry

in the PNW, it has been declining in recent years.

Figure 1. Oregon Map.
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Even though a fairly even split exists between today's privately-owned and federal

publicly-owned 44.7% cover of forestland in Oregon, the lumber production for 1995 was

only two-thirds of the 1985 figure. This trend was mainly due to environmental restrictions
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that dramatically reduced the timber harvest permitted on National Forest and BLM

forestlands. One of the most restraining environmental factors is the federal Endangered

Species Act including the northern spotted Owl. This decline in timber production by two-

thirds in a single state might not be considered significant, but Oregon and Washington

produced an average of 25% of the nation's timber in the 1980's while comprising only 4.6%

of the United States land base and 3% of its population.

Figure 2. Oregon Timberland Ownership.
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Sources: U.S. Forest Service and Oregon Department of Forestry.

In Oregon, the federal government owns about 57% of the forestland and the state

government owns only 3% of forestland (Table 1). A large portion of federal land is

permanently set aside for national parks and wilderness areas, so that the US government's

share of commercial forestland in Oregon is considerably less: only 51% (Figure 2).

Interestingly enough, federal ownership of forestland would have been insignificant were it

not for the decision of the Congress and the White House to create a system of government-



owned National Forests at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century,

whose original purpose was to maintain a healthy supply of timber for future generations.

Various agencies manage these different categories of forestland. At the federal level,

the Bureau of Land Management (Department of the Interior) oversees 18% of commercial

forestland. The National Park Service (Department of the Interior) manages 312,000 acres of

protected areas in Oregon. And, the US Forest Service (Department of Agriculture) manages

the remaining 12.8 million acres of the federal land base (Table 1).

Table 1. Forested Acres by Ownership in Oregon.

Ownership Forested Acres Percentage of Total
Federal 15,968,000 57.5
State 885,000 3.2
Other Public Lands 123,000 0.4
Tribal Lands 414,000 1.5

Forest Industry 5,870,000 21.1
Nonindustrial Private 4,506,000 16.2

Total
1

27,766,000 100

Source: Forest Log, July-August 1995, Volume 65(1).

The Department of Forestry and its rule-making body, the Board of Forestry, oversee

rules for management of state and private forestlands in Oregon. Therefore, all private

forestland owners and non-federal public forestland managers must follow the revised forest

practice requirements. Approximately 11 million acres of state and private timberland are

managed under the guidelines of the Forest Practices Act (197 1)(FPA). In addition, federal

natural resource agencies voluntarily follow the standards of the FPA.

Another important phenomenon occurring in the PNW and throughout much of the

global forest industry has been corporate takeovers (Cashore, 1998). A large part of this

increasing globalization is attributed to recent environmental regulations and decline of timber

supply, causing companies to look elsewhere for longer timber supply (Cashore, 1998). New

9
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Zealand is certainly one of the major net timber exporting countries and has been profiting

from this shift towards a global economy.

History of New Zealand's Forestry

AOTEAROA. The original inhabitants of these islands on the southern edge of the

Pacific Rim are considered to be the Maori who have persisted as an integral part of New

Zealand's society and culture even after European settlement, unlike Oregon. The presence of

Maori culture is probably best reflected by everyday use of Maori greetings and phrases by all

New Zealanders, independent of ethnic origin. This is based on English and Maori being the

official languages of New Zealand. One of the reasons New Zealand has been able to support

the blend of an indigenous with a foreign culture over such a long time could be the Treaty of

Waitangi.

Before the Maori began arriving from Polynesia about 1200 years ago, 75% of the

land area was forested. The Polynesians cleared 33% of forestland through fire over a

thousand years. The Europeans who settled in New Zealand before 1840 were predominantly

either missionaries, or sawyers or boatbuilders or other mechanics from England or New

South Wales, together with sealers and whalers (Fleet, 1984). The exploitation of New

Zealand's forests began with the arrival of Cook in 1769, before the big wave of European

settlement in the late 1840's. Although he and the other early explorers felled only a few

trees, their discoveries opened the way for future development, and Cook at least was

instrumental in interesting the British government in the spar potential of New Zealand timber

(Fleet, 1984).

.
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The goal of European colonists, mostly from the British Empire, in the nineteenth

century was to transform New Zealand, from a land half covered with forest when organized

settlement began in 1840, to an agricultural and pastoral landscape in less than fifty years.

This is arguably the most significant transformation of New Zealand's landscape to

date, particularly in the North Island where the forests represented a barrier to settlement

(Roche, 1987). This second wave of European settlers cleared another 33% of indigenous

forest over 150 years, leaving 29% of today's land forested. Currently, there are 7.8 million

hectares out of 26.9 million hectares forested, including 6.4 million hectares natural forest and

1.7 million hectares plantation forest (Facts&Figures99, NZFI) (Figure 3).

Figure 3. New Zealand Land Use 1999 (Total area of 27.0 million hectares)

Other non-
Plantation

forested land
forest

19%
6%

Natumi forest
Pasture &

24%

amble land
51%

Source: NZ Forest Industry Facts & Figures '99.

The best way to describe the management of indigenous forests in New Zealand

during the early settlement would be exploitation without control. Forests were considered an

impediment and often cleared with fire only using about 10% of the timber for construction.

This period of forest administration was instituted with the establishment of Crown Colony

rule in 1840 and continued through to the abolition of the Provincial governments in 1876

11



(Roche, 1987). During the years of 1840 to 1875 forest policy and management was

suppressed by the more important concerns of land settlement. The Treaty of Waitangi was

signed in 1840 by representatives of the British Crown and Maori chiefs to help the two races

live peacefully together as more British people were coming to settle in New Zealand. The

treaty gave the settlers the right to stay and promised the Maori people that they could

continue to own their lands and that they would make their own decisions about their lands

and the way they lived.

The nineteenth century was a time when laissez faire economic principles enjoyed

wide acceptance, until Julius Vogel realized the perceived waste and raised concerns about

future timber supplies. Vogel was able to attain State involvement and managed the passage

of the New Zealand Forest Act, 1874. The government sponsored a timber conference in 1896

to promote greater timber exports, which resulted in the establishment of an afforestation

branch in the department of land and surveys.

Figure 4. International Softwood (Gymnospermae) Growth Rates.
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The deep concern over a possible timber famine prompted the first planting boom

between 1910 and 1935 when about 15,000 hectares were planted with several different trial

species. The second wave of plantation forestry started in 1960, triggered by a temporary

export boom, and continued until today, reaching 1 million hectares of Radiata pine

plantations in 1984. What started with the intention to establish a settlement to trade flax and

timber in the early 1800's turned out to become the most successful coniferous plantation

forest nation in the world (Figure 4).

New Zealand's Forestry Today

New Zealand, also called Aotearoa, land of the long white cloud, is comprised of over

600 islands of sedimentary and volcanic origin, but is dominated by the North and South

Islands which constitute about 99% of the total land area of 27.1 million ha (Figure 5).

Oregon has an almost identical land area of 25.2 million hectares in a square shape, whereas

New Zealand's islands are no wider than 220 km (137 mi) at any point. The main islands run

a length of some 1,600 km from the top of the north island to the tip of the south island (from

latitude 340 S to 47° S).

New Zealand is isolated with the nearest neighbor of size, Australia, located over

2,250 km to the northwest. This isolation has created both positive influences on the physical

forestry options and challenges for the marketing of forest products. Any point on the islands

is within 110 km of the ocean, moderating the climate and export infrastructure requirements.

The climate is considered temperate, but there is considerable variation due to the range of

elevation and latitude. The current population is 3.8 million, largely people of British descent.

S
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The Maori (now almost entirely of mixed descent) make up about 15 % of the current

population, and the official languages are English and Maori. In recent years population

growth has been slow (only about 350,000 in the past decade), and the government has

introduced further restrictions on the ability to immigrate to New Zealand. The small base

population and slow rate of growth create a limited domestic market for forest products. New

Zealand has a history of investing in education and training. This investment has supported

the emergence of a forest industry that emphasizes high-technology timber production,

intensive silviculture, state of the art capital manufacturing and progressive product marketing

(Wilson and Arthur, 1998).

In less than 100 years NZ forestry has moved from harvesting the natural forest

endowment to a knowledge-based plantation forest industry (Figure 6), a remarkable and a

14



necessary transition for economic sustainability in competitive international markets (Wilson

and Arthur, 1998).

Figure 6. New Zealand Plantation Forest Ownership (Net stocked planted production forest
area at 1 April 1998: 1.679 million hectares).
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Chapter 2

Forest Policy in Oregon

Forest policy making is fraught with uncertainty (Cashore, 1998). First, the science of

forest ecosystems is not clearly understood and rarely does research provide definite or final

answers. Then there is uncertainty about the intensity (and stability) of the public's

preferences of sustainable development or "green" objectives, like the motion of "New

Forestry" and in particular the willingness to bear the cost of environmental sustainability

(Kimmins, 1992, Boyle, 1999). There is even a discrepancy in the basic definition of

sustainability between different interest groups. Further, there is uncertainty about natural

disturbances and technological innovations that alter both the demand (through substitution)

and supply (mortality, shorter rotation periods, more efficient use of fiber) for wood.

Increasingly, forest practices in rich countries take into account ecological concerns, and

some private forestland owners are willing to accept the consequences of ecologically sound

forest practices. In most major industrial wood-producing countries forest laws require

reforestation after harvest. Most countries have also initiated moves toward the certification

(ISO) of sustainable forest management practices and have shifted toward adaptive

management processes.

The key piece of forestry legislation governing Oregon and influencing Oregon's

watershed management is its 1971 Forest Practices Act, which provided the base for the

formation of three regional committees to draft detailed rules specifically for Eastern Oregon,

Northwest Oregon, and Southern Oregon. These rules eventually became the Forest Practice

Rules (1972) that would set a new standard for forest stewardship on state and private lands.

The precise timing of the 1971 Act can be traced to the US Congress's deliberations and

16



eventual enactment of the Clean Water Act of 1972 (Cashore, 1998). The federal Clean Water

Act worried the Oregon forest industry about possible unwelcome federal and/or state

regulation of forest practices on private lands. Over the next 23 years, the Oregon Forest

Practices Act (1971) extended regulating private forest practices beyond reforestation matters,

and directed the Board of Forestry to create standards over a comprehensive array of forest

practices including streamside riparian areas as part of the 1972 Forest Practices Rules. In

response to the 1977 Clean Water Act, Oregon's Forest Practice Rules were revised to be

more clear and specific regarding water quality protection.

The development of Oregon's forest policies is correlated to the history of forest

policy development within the US, which was first influenced under the Sustained Yield Act

of 1944 when the Forest Service had tried to develop a forest management policy to stabilize

forest industries and the people who depend on them. The economic and political incentives

changed in the postwar logging boom, threatening many of the early wilderness designations

of national forestland. But these changes would be met, and subsequently matched, by a set of

countervailing influences: increasing number of recreational visitors to the national forest; the

emergence of an increasingly sophisticated environmental movement; and a Congress that by

the mid-1960's was positioned to support an ultimately modest but significant piece of

legislation the Wilderness Act of 1964 that reconceived how Americans thought of public

landscapes. The impact of this legislation on the conception of the profession of forestry was

manifold. Since the passage of the Wilderness Act, a steady stream of Congressional

legislation and judicial decisions has begun to manage the managers of national forests,

attempting to regulate their activities, scrutinize their policy procedures, and asses their

budgetary commitments (Miller, 1997). What the Endangered Species Act (1966, 1973),

17



National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (1968), National Trails Act (1968), National

Environmental Policy Act (1969), National Forest Management Act (1976) and a host of

other initiatives amount to is an amazing, turbulent, and constant reappraisal of professional

forestry and foresters (Miller, 1997). Some of these regulatory demands are at odds with one

another serving as convenient examples of the mindless bureaucracy so reviled in the late-

twentieth-century American political culture (Miller, 1997). And therefore, concern about

how America's public foresters ought to do their jobs has produced a spate of new

perspectives. One of these, "New Forestry", was the brainchild of ecologist Jerry Franklin,

whose work marked a critical intellectual turning point: his land-management research is

considered unique because it explicitly rejected the US Forest Service policy of high-level

timber production, and asserted instead the primacy of biodiversity, ecosystem complexity,

and aesthetic values. Since the publication of Franklin's breathtaking work in 1989 the

debates and squabbles have ratcheted up, especially in the Pacific Northwest, in response to

lawsuits over endangered species and conflicts about riparian legislation and clean air and

water regulations (Miller, 1997).

In the spiritual dimension, the forest, and the wildness it represented, also played an

important role in the identity of the nation. This was expressed in the writings of Henry David

Thoreau, Ralph Waldo Emerson, George Perkins Marsh and others, and was first evidenced

politically during the late 1 800s by efforts to address concerns over the decline of wildlife

populations and the loss of forests.

The first statutory response by the US Congress to environmental pressures was the

1960 Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act. This Act directed the USFS to manage National

Forests for multiple values including "outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed and
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wildlife and fish" and gave statutory recognition to the principle of integrated resource

management. At the same time as the Forest Service was being pressured to develop a

multiple use mandate, wilderness groups were promoting national legislation to require the

National Park Service, BLM, the Forest Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service to

designate a certain proportion of their lands as wilderness, limiting economic development

and promoting ecosystem values (Cashore, 1998). Again, this effort resulted in the US

Congress passing the Wilderness Act of 1964, which designated certain federal lands as

wilderness areas and created a process for future designations. The Wilderness Act was

followed by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (1968), which was less prescriptive in nature,

allowing land use agencies discretion in its designations. Around the 1970's three key

"umbrella" statutes were passed that would fundamentally alter forest policy and state/societal

relations (Cashore, 1998). These were the 1969 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),

the 1972 Clean Water Act (CWA), and the 1973 Endangered Species Act (ESA). They

contained explicit provisions allowing for organized interests and citizens to sue agencies for

non-compliance with their non-discretionary provisions. Environmental groups were also

given the statutory authority to sue private companies that were not compliant. New Zealand

certainly has no such a powerful tool to control public agencies and private companies.

Most of the significant and controversial forest policy changes in the Pacific

Northwest (PNW) since the 1960's have been in response to societal concerns about the

environment. However, the manner in which policy, laws, institutions and organized interests

have responded has been a tale of two journeys: federal forestland management has gone in a

highly regulated, litigious direction, while the path followed by the state of Oregon was a

more flexible and (comparatively) non-litigious path (Cashore, 1998). These different
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journeys are largely the result of two factors: each jurisdiction's legislative responses to the

"first wave" of environmentalism in the 1960's; and the fact that federal forests are publicly

owned, while state regulations concern mostly privately owned forestland. The private/public

dichotomy is important, as many argue that the effects of increased federal forestlands

environmental protection on the PNW forest economy and environment will be minimized, or

even offset, owing to less strict regulations on private forestlands (Cashore, 1998).

As of the mid-1970's, regulations on Federal forestlands required that "no

management practices causing detrimental changes" shall occur within 100 feet from any

body of water (36 CFR s.219.19). Since 1991, much tougher riparian rules banning harvesting

have been introduced for those streams within federal forests in the range of northern spotted

owl, measuring buffer widths based on one or two tree lengths.

What kind of changes can be expected in the future? In the absence of a change in

statutory regimes, we can expect to see environmental groups, industry associations and forest

companies focusing much of their attention on individual forest management plans, and to

continue the ongoing process of lobbying Congress over road building and timber salvage

issues (Cashore, 1998). At the state level, lobbying of forest practice boards will probably

continue to drive for incremental regulatory changes. All these changes and slow adaptations

take place in a polarized atmosphere. The Northwest Forest Plan is an example of an attempt

of consensus making bodies or alternative dispute resolution (ADR) processes as a way to

bring all stakeholders together in a more productive manner and create an adaptive

management approach to multi facetted problems. However, experience in the PNW and other

jurisdictions amply illustrate the limitations of such initiatives in changing the direction of

forest policy management. Unless the private industry forestland owners are willing to give
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up their stronger position at the state level, and groups at the federal level give up their right

to litigate, the possibility to arrive at long-term consensus approaches will be virtually non-

existent.

Forest Policy in New Zealand

New Zealand's isolation created a unique social climate, which is also reflected in the

legal approaches of forest management. Therefore, New Zealand provides an interesting

jurisdiction for an examination of forest policy for at least two reasons. The first is the

emergence of the Southern Hemisphere as a significant global source of timber from the

rapid-growth plantations, of which New Zealand is the pre-eminent example in softwood

species production (Figure 4). The second reason is the singular restructuring of New

Zealand's national political institutions in response to the 1984 national financial crisis. The

unprecedented "experiment" that this crisis fomented continues to this day and has created a

set of unique conditions in which New Zealand forestry has evolved.

In response to the 1984 financial crisis the government redefined the New Zealand

Forest Service (NZFS) and forestry according to objectives of improved environmental

stewardship, financial fundamentalism and withdrawal of state control. The withdrawal was

pursued via the separation of policy, regulatory and commercial functions. The

responsibilities for indigenous, natural forests were assigned to a newly created Department of

Conservation (DOC); this included the non-commercial indigenous forests previously

administered by the Forest Service and the National Parks. Responsibility for the commercial

forest was assigned to the NZ Forestry Corporation (NZFC). In addition a Ministry of

Forestry (NZMOF) was established to provide for government policy needs and to deal with

border and forest health issues. NZFC was established as a State-Owned Enterprise (SOE)
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with a mandate to operate as a private sector company. The underlying logic included the

State receiving much-needed funds from purchase of land assets by NZFC and the creation of

an efficient forest company with no financial claims on the public purse. The Crown Forest

Assets Act (1989) provided the legislative basis to move forward on the sale. The sale of

assets took place in 1990, 1992, and 1996, which reduced State ownership in NZ commercial

forests to 4%, a major change from 52% in 1987 (Figure 6).

A key issue that triggered public support for forest protection was the early 1970's

plan by the NZFS to utilize about 300,000 ha of beech forest on the west coast of the South

Island, some of which would be converted to Radiata pine plantation. This plan encouraged

established environmental groups, such as the Royal Bird Society, to become more focused on

natural forest use for wood production and conversion of natural forest to plantations. The

pressure on the government grew too large and the South Island beech forest plan had to be

withdrawn. As a result, the government introduced the Indigenous Forest Policy endorsing a

move to sustainable yield management of natural forest in 1977. The environmental campaign

to protect natural forest continued and in 1993 the Forest Amendment Act was passed. This

Act was designed to promote sustainable management of natural forests. Given the very slow

growth rates of NZ's natural forests (rarely does the growth rate of an indigenous tree species

exceed one cubic meter per hectare per year), the sustained yield management dictum

effectively ended the clearfelling of natural forests for timber production, although they could

still be felled for fuelwood or conversion of the land to alternative uses (Wilson and Arthur,

1998).

In 1988 Tasman Forestry, now Fletcher Challenge Forests, came under a very public

attack from the Royal Forest and Bird Society (RFBS) for clearing the cutover indigenous
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tawa (Beilschmiedia tawa) forests on the Central North Island for conversion to Radiata

plantations (Wilson and Arthur, 1998). Being aware of the powerful position of the RFBS,

Tasman Forestry initiated negotiations with the RFBS in an effort to develop an agreement

and avoid further public protest. The result was the 1989 signing of the "Tasman Accord"

between the RFBS, Federated Mountain Clubs, the Mauria Society, NZ Department of

Conservation and Tasman Forestry, under which the company agreed to cease clearance of

indigenous forestland, protect 39,000 ha of natural forest and fund various

environmental/recreation activities, in exchange for the RFBS 's support for plantation

forestry. The Tasman Accord pioneered the route to a national forestry entente; the major

forest owners, and wood utilization organizations and the major conservation groups

(excluding Greenpeace NZ) signed the NZ Forest Accord in 1991 (Wilson and Arthur, 1998).

Under these Accords timber plantations have been accepted by environmentalists as

equivalent to agricultural crops, and all parties agreed to ensure that new plantation forests

will not disturb areas of natural indigenous vegetation. In the same year, the Resource

Management Act 1991 (RMA) replaced or amended more than 60 statutes affecting resource

use in New Zealand including laws dealing with water, soil, geothermal resources, coastlines,

and air and noise pollution. The RMA replaced traditional jurisdictional boundaries with 16

watershed regions for resource management purposes. The RMA has a single overarching

purpose: to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. It provides

a common set of principles to be applied to the management of all resources. The Resource

Management Act 1991 establishes a framework of policies and plans to implement

sustainable management of natural resources and physical resources at all levels. The central

government produces national environmental standards and national policy statements.
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Regional policy statements, and district and regional plans, which are consistent with national

standards and statements, are used to guide day-to-day resource management. Community

involvement and Maori principles of stewardship are a significant part of policy and plan

preparation.

The Indigenous Forestry Unit administers the indigenous forestry provisions of the

Forest Act 1949 (FA), which was amended in 1993 to bring an end to unsustainable

harvesting and clearfelling of indigenous forest. Under the Forests Act, indigenous timber can

only be produced from forests that are managed in a way that maintains continuous forest

cover and ecological balance. Only single trees and small groups of trees can be felled for

timber production. This management regime clearly avoids any disturbances in the riparian

areas but is very expensive while still economically viable due to the high timber value of

most native hardwood species.
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Chapter 3

Current Riparian Zone Management in Oregon

Forestry in the US has always been and probably always will be under enormous

public pressure of satisfying multiple needs and desires of an array of interest groups. The

palette of arguments ranges from very restrictive ones by radical environmental groups to

independence and freedom of access to public land including unlimited use for recreational

purposes. Hence, Oregon's forestry is caught in the middle of extreme controversies between

loggers demanding more timber sales and environmental groups trying to save the last patches

of old-growth left in the US. Whether or not to harvest old-growth and the enforcement of the

Endangered Species Act are endless fuel for the public to put more pressure on the US Forest

Service and the Oregon Department of Forestry. These social and political restrictions hinder

the process of change in forest management based on the latest knowledge, and limit the

flexibility of management approaches over time. Complications that arise in enforcement of

the Endangered Species Act utilize resources that could otherwise be used more efficiently.

The Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) has to satisfy multiple requirements from all the

environmental and lobbing parties, which in itself is costly and very time-consuming. The

cost of implementation of new regulations, and constant monitoring has to be kept low,

because all the funding is coming from taxpayer money. Increased regulations on public and

private land can be detrimental to private forestland owners who depend on timber harvest

and therefore need to keep the harvesting volume as high as possible.

In Oregon, rules originally focused on what practices (such as road construction)

should be avoided near streams. Changes to these rules occurred 1987 when logging

operations occurring near the most ecologically important streams required a written
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harvesting plan, and approval by the State Forester. The width of streamside riparian

management areas was also required to "average three times the stream width, but shall not

average less than twenty five feet or average more than one hundred feet" (OAR 629-24-1 17)

(Cashore, 1998). Changes made in 1994 increased these restrictions by requiring that a certain

percentage (depending on classification of the stream) of trees be left when clearcutting or

selective harvesting (Hairston-Strang and Adams, 1997).

Figure 7. Illustration of a stream.

Source: Riparian Management Area Guidebook December 1995. © Queen's Printer for
British Columbia.

All waterways (Figure 7) from a tiny creek to major rivers have a riparian zone, or

better known as the floodplain. The riparian zone acts as the stream's buffer, providing a

network of vegetation vital to the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Usually the riparian area

is divided into an active stream channel and an upslope area. Riparian zone management

requires an elastic approach and, many aspects, like aquatic habitat for many wild salmon

species, water temperature, soil depletion, and sedimentation, influence the long-term

decisions. Forest managers and stream ecologists in Oregon learned from the mistake of
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removing enormous amounts of large woody debris (LWD) from the stream channels based

on concerns about reduced fish-passage, impacts on dissolved oxygen levels and property

damage (Hairston-Strang et al., 1998). Today, LWD is recognized as a critical and integral

part of aquatic habitat. Stream restoration is still in process, and the forest practices rules

changes implemented in September 1994 focus on a broader spectrum of stream

classifications to allow for more detailed management options of riparian protection and

immediate improvements to stream habitat.

Figure 8. Riparian management areas showing
the application of a management zone and
a reserve zone along the stream channel.
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Source: Riparian Management Area Guidebook
December 1995. © Queen's Printer for
British Columbia.

The goal of the riparian rules

for Oregon's Forest Practices Act is to

create Stream Management Zones

(Figure 8) with conditions typical of 80

to 200 year-old stands (Ice et al., 1994).

The many changes of the rules intend to

protect salmon runs and endangered

aquatic macrofauna by creating buffers

along the streams and retaining all trees

within 20 ft. of the high water level, all

trees leaning over the channel for LWD

recruitment, and the understory

vegetation within 10 ft. of the high

water level except for small streams.

The width of riparian management
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zones on both sides of the active stream channel ranges from 20 ft. for a small domestic water

supply stream to 100 ft for a large fish-bearing stream. The uses of buffers, filter strips,

riparian management zones, riparian reserves, ripanan management areas, and habitat

conservation areas are widely accepted techniques to minimize the impacts from forest

management activities on water quality and fish habitat (Ice et al., 1994). It is clear that

Oregon has strict rules to follow for both public and private landowners, with uniform

regulations based on nine stream classifications, but also providing alternative plans for areas

where the streamside vegetation does not meet the requirements or where catastrophic events

occur. Areas prone to windthrow and wildfire are the two main ones to qualify for that

category.

Figure 9. Inner Gorge (gradient rule not applicable to Oregon).
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Source: Riparian Management Area Guidebook,
December 1995. © Queen's Printer for British Columbia.
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The 1994 Oregon

Water Protection Rules

apply to river

management and logging

practices throughout the

state with different

landscape settings in the

three very different

geological regions. In

the Coast Range, very

steep stream channels

(Figure 9) are using up
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more land area because of the horizontal measure of all buffer and other widths included in

the rules than in the flat areas of the high desert in eastern Oregon. Oregon Department of

Forestry is very active in adaptive management using a monitoring program (ODF 1997) to

evaluate the success of the Water Protection Rules. The monitoring program is a crucial

component of the water protection rules and allows the local authorities to control post-

harvesting effects of riparian zone management. The three main objectives of the Oregon

Department of Forestry's Forest Practices Monitoring Program are to evaluate whether forest

practice rules are being properly administered, forest practice regulations are achieving the

desired goals for resource protection, and to evaluate whether the original assumptions used to

create the regulations were correct.

Current Riparian Zone Management in New Zealand

The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) replaced or amended more than 60

statutes affecting resources use in New Zealand including laws dealing with water, soil,

geothermal resources, coastlines, and air and noise pollution. The RMA replaced traditional

jurisdictional boundaries with 16 watershed regions for resources management purposes. This

historic legislation was the result of the largest public participation process ever conducted in

New Zealand. A key premise implicit in the Act is that most environmental problems, and

their solutions, are better dealt with by those who understand them best, the local people.

According to Chris Perley, the Riparian Management Act's underlying philosophy is one of

devolution of responsibility -- to regions, districts and individual resource users -- premised

on the belief that local situations require local solutions.
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The very diverse terrain and variable forest ecosystems on New Zealand's north and

south islands require small-scale approaches to watershed management. Another rationale for

replaced traditional jurisdictional boundaries is the complicated property rights of forestlands,

with mostly split ownership for land and land use. The Crown owns the land and companies

like Fletcher Challenge Forests as part of the New Zealand Forest Owner's Association have a

lease contract to produce timber on that land. There is little opposition against the commercial

plantation forest industry producing artificial Radiata pine forests, which have been planted

since 1902, and are now in the third rotation. Of course there is an array of opposition against

harvesting indigenous forest on the west coast of the south island by the Rainforest coalition,

but the plantations have only a few endangered species like bats or rare birds and are

considered an alternative to the depletion of natural forests. The streams are still property of

the Crown and a complicated subject for management or regulation because nobody owns the

water rights, which are therefore issues of care for common good.

Throughout New Zealand, aquatic ecosystem management has not been a key issue.

Aside from water pollution or sediment loads, there are no concerns about stream

management like critical anadromous fish populations, or at least not enough to consider large

wood in streams to be an issue for breeding habitat.

In 1996, Fletcher Challenge Forests (FCF) took a proactive approach and created the

first Environmental Management System (EMS), simultaneously with Carter Holt Harvey

Forests (CHH). Fletcher Challenge completed an EMS to provide a guideline for their

company and to fulfill the legal requirements set forth by the 1991 Resource Management

Act. Providing an Environmental Management System is in the companies' own interest and

provides a tool to steer the initial increase in forest policy into the favored direction. The big
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companies, the Crown, the government and local authorities discussed the proposed EMS and

came to the conclusion that minimal prescriptive regulations should be used and the trust is

met at both sides. Therefore, the Environmental Management Systems are based on best

management practices and the legislation of the Resource Management Act. The EMS has

been approved by the local watershed council, Fish and Wildlife Department, and the

Department of Conservation, and undergoes an update at anytime as needed. Voluntary best

management practices apply the best method to particular sites, rather than any form of

general prescription such as rules, providing ecological principles that fit best. The decisions

during best management practices are made on a daily basis to fulfill the set guidelines and to

meet the local standards. It is also in the companies' best interests to keep the EMS current to

withstand any environmental pressure from the New Zealand Rainforest Coalition.

Two examples of EMS are: FCF's Kaingaroa streamside management policy for the

central north island, and CHH Forest's Environmental Objectives and Standards for the

Nelson Area. The standards of FCF's streamside management policy are specifically for the

Kaingaroa region and approved by the local authority, which is the local council. The only

distinction between restrictions of activities is based on plateau and escarpment streams. A

decision model is used to determine how any earthworks, herbicide application, debris

removal from streams, and roller crushing or planting operations is to be carried out (FCF,

1997). One of the few quantitative restrictions is minimum buffer widths on both sides of the

streams, with distances increased in relation to slope, and varying from 5 to 30 meters with

increasing slope. All the other regulations are based on the New Zealand Forest Accord, 1991.

CHH chooses a more descriptive approach and lists four criteria to minimize sediment
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entering the watercourse as a result of forest operations: stream crossings, water and runoff

control, streamside soil disturbance, and stream channels (CHH, 1998).

The future of riparian zone management in New Zealand is based on specific local

interests and is strongly influenced by the knowledge of local foresters and therefore meets

the ecological and environmental needs on the landscape level and not the state level. The

critical question is: "Will the implementation of EMS encourage the NZ government to

produce a prescriptive law for RZM or avoid the regulatory status of Oregon and continue the

sound local approach to forest management?"

Comparison and Conclusion

I believe that voluntary best management practices are a wiser approach to sustainable

forest management in all areas and especially in riparian zone management where strictly

working to rule might be more environmentally damaging than promoting ecologically stable

solutions that are most appropriate for specific ecoregions. Of course, this would be the ideal

situation where the resource user would act as an active conservationist driven by the latest

knowledge of science and less by economic values. Based on the status quo, I think both

Oregon and New Zealand have chosen the best way according to given requirements based on

the historical development of forest policy. Oregon is going in the right direction if the FPA is

refined and adapted to local needs. Currently post-harvesting monitoring by the ODF shows

great success of the objectives of the new regulations. I am also confident that the Board of

Forestry together with the researchers and the public will find more suitable rules for the

management of our riparian areas that are accepted by everybody, especially in the coast
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range, where there are high anadromous fish populations and the highest valued timber

resources in Oregon.

The Northwest Forest Plan with an adaptive management approach on Federal lands is

an indication of Oregon's new direction towards best management practices and already

shows fruits of the innovative partnership between the public, scientists, and land mangers.

One area of the Northwest management plan is to implement watershed analysis to provide a

comprehensive scientific foundation upon which all project planning is based (USDA, 1995).

The rules on the state and private lands show a similar direction. In January 1998, the Oregon

Board of Forestry adopted a new administrative rule through a deliberate and open public

process. The Oregon Board of Forestry lands shall be managed to achieve" greatest

permanent value" for the citizens of Oregon (ODF, 1998). This rule defines greatest

permanent value as: "healthy, productive, and sustainable forest ecosystems that over time

and across the landscape provide a full range of social, economic, and environmental benefits

to the people of Oregon". The structure of the regulations could be refined, and could consider

local diversity of the plan, which might ease the pressure from local private industrial

landowners, mainly in the coast range, where the largest timber assets are.

New Zealand's riparian area management plans are still in the development phase with

an undetermined final direction. As long as the attitude of forest resource managers and local

councils are adaptive and involved, and the general structure of forest practices rules and their

implementation kept consistent, little might change. The New Zealand government would not

be able to create a single prescriptive accord or regulation for New Zealand or the two

individual islands because the regional areas differ too much and the owner-user relationship

is too complicated as well, including pending land claims by local Maori tribes. New
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Zealand's Ministry of Forestry is a strong believer in best management practices and keeps

their faith in the New Zealand Forest Owners Association since they made the initial step

towards a local Environmental Management Systems. As long as all the legal requirements

are met, the regional council has no desire to spend money on a prescriptive, very hard to

define, act that will restrict their economic base, especially after budget constraints that

already exist due to the Asian financial crisis.

My wish for Oregon would be to see more public appreciation like in NZ, instead of

wide criticism, since I have faith in the responsible Board of Forestry and believe, that in

accordance with the government it is trying its best to sustain and preserve Oregon's natural

values while satisfying the economical needs by providing adequate levels of timber harvest.

.
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